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Actron introduces new Wi‐Fi Borescope Camera compatible with
various smart devices
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New CP7670 camera works with iPhone, iPad and Android smart phone and tablet
Ability to view, store and playback photos and videos when inspecting hard to reach areas
Adjustable brightness of 4 tube‐mounted camera LEDs with 8 brightness settings

WARREN, Mich., ‐ Actron has announced a new Wi‐Fi Borescope Camera that gives users the
ability to view and playback photos and videos from vehicle inspection with the download of
an app on their smart device. The new camera is ideal for use in homes, cars, boats and more
for inspection work where the area to be inspected is inaccessible by other means. It is now
available in North America.
The CP7670 Actron Borescope Camera is compatible with iPhone, iPad and Android smart
phone and tablet devices. It is ideal for many applications including inspection of HVAC duct
work, vent pipes, machine equipment, engines, cable routing and automotive, boat and air‐
craft systems. The flexible 3.3‐foot tube can be shaped into any viewing condition, allowing for
optimal viewing in hard to reach areas.
The 8mm camera includes an adjustable brightness of four tube‐mounted camera LEDs with 8
brightness settings. The camera head itself is manufactured and tested to IP67 waterproof
standard. The camera comes with a mirror, magnet and hook.
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About Bosch
Having established a regional presence in 1906 in North America, the Bosch Group employs 35,400 associates in
more than 100 locations, as of December 31, 2018. In 2018 Bosch generated consolidated sales of $14.5 billion
in the U.S., Canada and Mexico. For more information, visit twitter.com/boschusa, twitter.com/boschmexico
and www.bosch.ca.
The Bosch Group is a leading global supplier of technology and services. It employs roughly 410,000 associates
worldwide (as of December 31, 2018). The company generated sales of 78.5 billion euros ($92.7 billion) in 2018.
Its operations are divided into four business sectors: Mobility Solutions, Industrial Technology, Consumer Goods,
and Energy and Building Technology. As a leading IoT company, Bosch offers innovative solutions for smart
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homes, smart cities, connected mobility, and connected manufacturing. It uses its expertise in sensor technolo‐
gy, software, and services, as well as its own IoT cloud, to offer its customers connected, cross‐domain solutions
from a single source. The Bosch Group’s strategic objective is to create solutions for a connected life. Bosch im‐
proves quality of life worldwide with products and services that are innovative and spark enthusiasm. In short,
Bosch creates technology that is “Invented for life.” The Bosch Group comprises Robert Bosch GmbH and its
roughly 460 subsidiary and regional companies in over 60 countries. Including sales and service partners,
Bosch’s global manufacturing, engineering, and sales network covers nearly every country in the world. The ba‐
sis for the company’s future growth is its innovative strength. At nearly 130 locations across the globe, Bosch
employs some 68,700 associates in research and development.
Additional information is available online at www.bosch.com, www.iot.bosch.com, www.bosch‐press.com,
www.twitter.com/BoschPresse.
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